Accrual to Block Conversion

Prisoner: ____________________________

A. Accrued Good Time:

1. Determine the number of days person was in actual physical custody to 04-09-86. NOTE: If a person was booked into custody prior to 04-09-86 and remained in custody until 04-09-86, with no Post Sentence Data (breaks in service), then you should use the Effective Date of Law Value, 11057, less the Sentence began Value to determine this number.

2. Divide by 3 to determine good time earned on service prior to 04-09-86 (round down to whole number) / 3

3. Good time earned on service prior to 04-09-86.

4. a. Good Time Not Earned (Code 1’s) __________;
   b. Good Time Forfeited (Code 2’s) + __________;
   c. Good Time Restored (Code 3’s) - __________

5. Subtract total Good Time lost -

6. Accrued Good Time Earned __________

B. Block Good Time Award:

1. Determine, in days, length of sentence (MRD value less SB value)

2. Standard Adjustment + 1


4. Days remaining in sentence __________


6. Number of days one-third applicable -

7. Divide by 3 (round to nearest whole number) / 3

8. Block Good Time Award __________

C. Adjusted Release Date

1. Maximum Release Date __________ Value __________
   NOTE: Any Post Sentence Data information which Would effect the MRD needs to be considered and the MRD adjusted appropriately.

2. Add: Accrued Good Time (A6.) __________
   Block Good Time (B.8.) __________
   Subtract: Total Good Time __________ - __________

3. Adjusted Release Date Date: __________ Value __________

Officer Doing Conversion: ____________________________
Institution: ____________________________ Date: ______